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Experience-Dependent Adaptation of the Spatial Generalization of Human Motor Adaptation KA Thoroughman and JA Taylor, Dept. of Biomedical Eng., Washington University, St. Louis, MO Humans possess a remarkable ability to learn new motor skills, such as adapting to the dynamics of a novel object. Motor learning of novel dynamics has been characterized by experiments in which human participants learn, over many movements, to counter forces generated by a robotic manipulandum1. Recent experiments have characterized, for the first time, a more fundamental adaptation: the transformation of sensation during single movements into changes in predictive control in immediately subsequent movements2. These movement-by-movement learning steps have proven to be surprisingly broad in their generalization across position3 and velocity4,5 space, suggesting that the tuning of kinematic parameters underlying motor adaptation is also broad. The novel dynamics presented to humans, however, have been simple enough to be learned with broad movement-by-movement generalization. Here we train participants to move in three environments with differing complexity to determine whether the breadth of generalization can itself adapt in response to the environment. Twelve subjects performed reaching tasks toward 16 visually displayed targets while holding a manipulandum. On day one, the subjects did not experience any forces. On each of days two, three, and four, subjects were exposed to a single viscous force field whose force magnitude was proportional to hand speed. The force direction depended on hand velocity direction. On different days, we altered the spatial complexity of the forces such that the force direction could change as fast (Field One), twice as fast (Field Two), or four times as fast (Field Four) as the velocity direction (Figure 1). Each force field training day had a total of 640 movements. In the first half of the training set, the force field was always present, but during the latter half, subjects experienced occasional catch trials in which the field was unexpectedly removed. During the first half, we quantified learning by calculating the correlation coefficient of the velocity time series to each participant’s day one movements. We found that subjects improve performance in all fields. In comparing Field One to Field Two we find that the improvement (p>0.9) and asymptotic level (p>0.1) of performance were similar, but that the improvement (p


y n = DFn − z n



z n +1 = z n + b( DFn − z n ) The input (F) is a two-dimensional vector of the direction of the force field. The hidden state (z) is updated by the approximation of the actual position error (DF-z) multiplied by a sensitivity parameter (b). The dependence of the sensitivity parameter on the angular difference between input and output movement directions identifies the spatial extent of generalization in movement-by-movement learning (Figure 3). The generalization function in Field Four is relatively small, flat, and unremarkable. The generalization function of Field One is very broad and always positive, such that an error sensed in one direction always generates the same sign (positive or negative) of adaptation in all subsequent movement directions. The generalization function of Field Two, however, is significantly narrower (p
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Figure 1: Force fields for the spatial frequencies examined in the study. The forces are always proportional to the magnitude of the subject hand Cartesian velocity, but the direction of the force varies with respect to the spatial frequency m. Left: Field One (in which m=1); center: Field Two (m=2); right: Field Four (m=4). In each field, Fx = 15rv sin(mθ v ) and Fy = −15rv cos(mθ v ) , where rv and θv are the magnitude and direction of hand velocity. Correlation between null field and force field hand velocities 0.96 0.94



Figure 2: Correlation coefficients comparing hand velocities in the force fields to baseline (day one, no force) performance. Movements made in a particular direction in the force field were compared with the baseline trajectory in that particular direction. Data are averaged across subjects (n=12) and was smoothed using a rectangular window across 20 movements.
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Figure 3: Sensitivity parameter (b) for each force field across target directions. The x-axis represents the angular separation (degrees) between input and output movements and the y-axis is a measure of the sensitivity of adaptation to previously sensed error. Field One data are in blue, Field Two data are in green, and Field Four data are in red. The data are averaged across all subjects (n=12).
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